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Under the decree No.2014-1365 dated 14 November 2014, 
1 The president of Hcéres "countersigns the evaluation reports set up by the experts committees and signed by 

their chairman." (Article 8, paragraph 5); 
2 The evaluation reports "are signed by the chairman of the experts committee". (Article 11, paragraph 2). 
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Tables in this document were filled with data submitted by the supervising body on behalf the unit. 

 

UNIT PRESENTATION 

 

Unit name: Plant Health Institute of Montpellier 
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Current label and N°:  
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Number of teams and/or 
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4 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF THE UNIT 
 

1/ BGPI 

BGPI is a 15 years old research unit dedicated to the study of plant diseases of tropical and Mediterranean crops. 

The joint CIRAD-INRA-Montpellier SupAgro unit (UMR) is located at the Baillarguet campus since 2005. BGPI is part 

of CIRAD’s division BioS (Biological systems), INRA’s division SPE (Plant Health & Environment), and Montpellier 

SupAgro’s division Biology & Ecology. 

BGPI has a strong thematic integration at the local scale as member of the Agropolis Foundation, the LABEX 

AGRO (Agronomy and sustainable development) and the I-SITE MUSE (Montpellier University of Excellence), 

especially for the topic of agro-ecology-biodiversity. Concerning education, BGPI is affiliated to Doctoral School 

GAIA of Montpellier University and has co-accreditation for Agronomy & Environmental Sciences with Montpellier 

SupAgro and AgroParisTech. 

2/ IPME 

IPME (Interaction Plantes-Microorganismes & Environnement) was created in 2015 as derivative of the 20 years old 

research unit RPB (Plant resistance against bio-aggressors) and is dedicated to the study of bacterial and viral 

diseases and pests of tropical crops to develop new concepts for preventing and controlling these diseases with 

the global objective of sustainable plant health to secure food supply. The joint CIRAD-IRD-University of 

Montpellier unit (UMR) is located in the IRD Occitanie center in Montpellier (Agropolis campus), with some 

expatriate researchers. IPME has strong interactions with units of the Agropolis campus specialized in plant-

biology, -pathology or -microbiology, namely PVBMT, AGAP, diade, BGPI, Bio-aggressors, and LSTM. 

At the local scale, IPME is thematically strongly integrated as member of the Agropolis Foundation, the LabEx 

AGRO (Agronomy and sustainable development) and the I-SITE MUSE (Montpellier University of Excellence), 

especially with the topic of agro-ecology-biodiversity. Members of IPME participate in LabEx and I-SITE 

coordination. 

At the local level (IRD Occitanie site), IPME benefits from and contributes to shared technical and scientific 

platforms (bioinformatics i-Trop, Southgreen); in particularly to the greenhouse facility Genetrop shared with UMR 

DIADE. 

3/ Bioagresseurs (Bioagressors: risk assessment and control) 

The CIRAD unit (UPR =” unité propre de recherche”) Bioagresseurs is a single team unit of roughly 20 CIRAD 

employees located at the CIRAD campus Baillarguet. Under its current form it exists since 2013, but has gone 

through several steps of re-organizations by the past. The unit has strong presence in France’s overseas territories 

and several tropical countries (8 expatriate researchers). 

Bioagresseurs unit is expert in insect pests and diseases of tropical crops, mainly coffee and cocoa and has strong 

interactions with units of the Agropolis campus specialized in plant pathology, agroforestry and modelling (AGAP, 

BGPI, SYSTEM, AMAP). The unit has strong involvement in CIRAD’s Agroforestry platforms in Central Africa and 

Central America. 

Bioagresseurs is part of the LabEx AGRO (Agronomy and sustainable development) and the I-SITE MUSE 

(Montpellier University of Excellence), especially with the topic of agro-ecology-biodiversity. 

 

4/ PHIM 

The new research unit PHIM results from the merger of the previous units BGPI, IPME and Bioagressors. The merger 

will lead to a research unit with 119 permanent staff who shall ultimately work in a common building. PHIM’s 

central theme is sustainability of plant health in Mediterranean and subtropical crops, associating fundamental 

and translational research over multiple scales on fungal, bacterial and viral diseases and plant pests. Four 

departments have been defined, either conceptual or model-based: the ITEM department dedicated to the 

study of fungal and bacterial pathogen-plant interactions, mechanisms & evolution; the ViroM department 

dedicated to research on plant virology (molecular interactions, immunity, pathogenicity, adaptation and 

epidemiology); the PhytobioM department studying the plant holobiont – the relationship between microbiota 

and disease emergence and the impact of plant-plant interaction on holobiont function; the PrisM department 

dedicated to the study of key determinants in pests and diseases of tropical perennial crops for sustainable 

disease management. 
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Management team 
 

1/ BGPI director for the current period is Mrs Claire Neema (Professor at Montpellier SupAgro) with M. Didier 

Tharreau (Research Director at CIRAD) as deputy director until December 2017. 

2/ IPME is led by Valérie Verdier, director, assisted by the deputy directors B. Bertrand, P. Czernic and G. Béna 

each representing one “tutelle” of the unit. 

3/ Bioagresseurs was directed by Christian Cilas, director (until 31-12-2019), assisted by the deputy director 

Fabienne Ribeyre. 

4/ For the next contract Jean-Benoît Morel will be the director of the new unit. Assisted by two deputy directors 

Gilles Bena and Martijn Ten Hoopen. 

 

HCÉRES NOMENCLATURE 
 

SVE1 Agronomie, Écologie, Biologie végétale 

SVE2 Biologie cellulaire, Imagerie, Biologie Moléculaire, Biochimie, Génomique 

 

THEMATICS 
 

The main scientific activity of BGPI is the study of plant diseases (fungal, bacterial, viral) of tropical and 

Mediterranean crops with the aim to propose rational control methods. 

IPME integrates fundamental and applied research on bacterial and viral diseases as well as on nematodes of 

tropical crops important for their agronomical, economical and nutritional aspects with the following aims: 

Bioagresseurs unit has two principle activities on pests & diseases of tropical crops. The first is dedicated to 

knowledge acquisition (research) to reduce the impact of pests and diseases. The second important activity is 

capacity building through partnerships and training to increase scientific capacity in tropical regions. 

The new research unit PHIM will dedicate its research activity on sustainability of plant health in Mediterranean 

and subtropical crops, associating fundamental and translational research over multiple scales on fungal, 

bacterial and viral diseases and plant pests. 

 

UNIT WORKFORCE 
 

PHIM - Plant Health Institute of Montpellier 
 

 

Active staff 
Number 

06/30/2019 

Number 

01/01/2021 

Full professors and similar positions  2 

Assistant professors and similar positions  2 

Full time research directors (Directeurs de recherche) and similar positions  14 

Full time research associates (Chargés de recherche) and similar positions  16 

Other scientists (“Conservateurs, cadres scientifiques des EPIC, fondations, 

industries, etc.”) 
 31 

High school teachers  0 

Supporting personnel (ITAs, BIATSSs and others, notably of EPICs)  59 

Permanent staff  124 
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Non-permanent professors and associate professors, including emeritus  
  

Non-permanent full time scientists, including emeritus, post-docs (except 

PhD students)   

PhD Students 
  

Non-permanent supporting personnel 
  

Non-permanent staff   

Total  124 

 

 

GLOBAL ASSESSMENT OF THE UNIT 
 

1/BGPI 

The research performed at BGPI is mostly focused on the study of tropical and Mediterranean plant diseases 

(fungal, bacterial, viral) to propose sustainable control methods. BGPI has produced major scientific 

breakthroughs in the understanding of virus transmission and dispersion, adaptation dynamics and mechanisms of 

pathogenic fungal populations, as well as molecular mechanisms of plant/pathogen/vector interaction. BGPI has 

also developed decision making and pathogen diagnosis tools. BGPI has been particularly active in the creation 

of joint international laboratories (INRA-Yunnan Agricultural University JIL “PLANTOMIX” succeeding the very 

successful “Eternal rice” project; in collaboration with IPME in the creation of IRD LMI PathoBios;). 

On one side BGPI has been successful in keeping a high level of fundamental research in its areas of expertise, 

while exploring more complex research aspects in these fields (epigenetics and sRNA, population genomics, 

plant microbiota). On the other side, BGPI has also very good to excellent translational research activity in 

providing expertise, diagnostic tools and protocols (especially for viral diseases), decision-making software, 

pathogen populations, etc.. 

Research performed at BGPI has resulted in very good to excellent scientific publication output in qualitatively 

high generalist journals as well as in more specialized reviews or journals dedicated to professionals. BGPI 

obtained a large number of competitive public and private grants, and was strongly supported by local scientific 

organizations (LabEx AGRO, Agropolis foundation). BGPI has been successful in obtaining international grants 

(Human Frontiers Scientific Program, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, CGIAR) and has coordinated one EU 

financed COST action. 

BGPI is strongly involved in training PhD and undergraduate students through research. BGPI also has strong 

interactions with the socio-economic world; researchers of BGPI have important expertise activities mainly for 

national agencies (Anses) but also for companies. BGPI scientists were very active in their outreach with the 

public on biological sciences. 

In conclusion, BGPI is a research unit internationally recognized for its scientific breakthroughs and fundamental 

and applied research outputs in plant diseases of tropical and Mediterranean crops. 

2/ IPME 

The mixed research unit IPME (Interaction, plant-microorganism-environment) conducts research in plant 

pathology of tropical crops with the aim to i/ reduce pesticide utilization and ii/ secure food-production. IPME 

produces fundamental and applied knowledge on bacterial, viral and fungal diseases and pests with respect to 

the infection process, adaptation to global change, the identification of genetic determinants for these aspects 

and the impact of beneficial microorganisms on plant health. IPME also evaluates innovative solutions for 

sustainable agriculture and transfers its knowledge to international academic partners and stakeholders. 

IPME has an important collaborative network around the Mediterranean Sea and in Southern continents. IPME 

scientist are involved in the joint international laboratory Patho-Bios (West Africa) and the young team associated 

to IRD HealthyRice (Cambodia) for knowledge transfer and capacity building, which figures among the principal 

duties of IRD and CIRAD. 

During the evaluated period IPME researchers have made major breakthroughs in modelling the spatio-temporal 

dispersion of RYMV using phylodynamic methods of human virology, but also in the characterization and in 

evolutionary studies of bacterial pathogenicity determinants, in particular the TAL-effectors. A recently initiated 

research activity concerning symbiotic programs of cereals through microbiome analyses may ultimately lead to 

major scientific results allowing improvement of plant growth and protection through agroecological 

management. 
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IPME has very good scientific production and output, as demonstrated by numerous scientific publications, book 

chapters, conference invitations, but also by public outreach activities. In their respective field, IPME scientists are 

recognized experts. One specificity of IPME is its collaborative network worldwide and the training activities in and 

for Southern continents. Through these research and training activities the international reputation of IPME 

scientists is undoubtable on coffee and rice pathogens and pests for fundamental knowledge acquisition and for 

operational knowledge transfer. 

3/ Bioagresseurs 

The Bioagresseurs Unit studies the mechanisms that govern pest and disease dynamics in tropical perennial crops 

(mainly cocoa and coffee) in relation to their technical, physical and biological environment, in order to improve 

agro-ecological management and reduce crop losses. The main scientific domains are population dynamics, 

epidemiology, risk assessment and modeling. 

The scientific outputs of the Bioagresseurs unit during the 2014-2019 period are of high quality. The unit is leading 

numerous international collaborations with several partner institutions in the South. One of the great strengths of 

the Bioagresseurs unit is its positioning on agro-ecological themes at the service of farmers in developing 

countries. 67% of the unit’s publications are co-authored with Southern partners. The unit has a very good PhD 

training activity, especially towards PhD students from the South, but the number of HDR should be improved. 

Despite a very atypical situation, with 8 out of 13 researchers expatriate on several continents, the unit’s director 

and the deputy-director have succeeded in organizing a dynamic scientific life of the unit. 

4/ PHIM 

The rational and the scientific project of the new Plant Health Institute of Montpellier (PHIM) resulting from merger 

of the three above mentioned research units are very good to excellent. This merger of the three research units, 

all expert in plant pathology including epidemiology, will definitely lead to increased international visibility and 

make PHIM a hub for plant health at regional, national and international level, increasing the unit’s ranking and 

helping its recognition in grant proposals. It will allow to reach a critical mass of researchers with complementary 

skills on common research questions and plant models for the construction of an internationally competitive 

workforce. The characteristic feature of PHIM is the potential to cross frontiers between scales, from laboratory to 

fields in different continents. 

The success of PHIM’s scientific project strongly depends on a common building. Among the aspects to be 

improved figure the intra-unit scientific animation and the integration of PrisM department into the project. 
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